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I. Introduction 

The effective fraction of delayed neutrons, f3.ff = 11DNj11, is one of the 
principal reactor physics constants, important for nuclear reactor design

ing, nuclear safeguards etc. Here 11DN is the total yield of delayed neutrons 

(DN) per fission, 11 is the average number of prompt fission neutrons per 

fission. Most of the measured 11DN-values for various fissioning isotopes 

were discussed and evaluated by Keepin [1], Tuttle [2], Sluchevskaja et 

al. [3] and by Blachot et al. [4]. Recently, Filip and D'Angelo [5] have 

shown that owing to the permanent progress in nuclear reactor technol

ogy measurements of enhanced accuracy are required of 11DAth)-values 

for thermal neutron induced fission. 
In order to meet such requirements a new experimental facility based 

on utilization of the Dubna IBR-2 pulsed reactor (PR), the slow neutron 

chopper (SNC) and a 3He-filled multicounter neutron detector (ND) was 

designed and tested for measuring 11DAth). Below a method for perform

ing DN measurements and the experimental facility are briefly described. 

Certain results of test measurements performed with the SNC and the ND 

are discussed. Other applications of our facility are also briefly consid

ered. The results of our 11DN(th) measurements for 235U will be reported 

elsewhere. 

II.A method of delayed neutron measurements 

Most experimental methods for determining 11 DN values involve a single 

irradiation of a target by neutrons and subsequent measurements of DN 

emission [2]. By setting the irradiation times to be comparable to the 

half lifetimes (T,1,), of various DN groups, as suggested by Keepin [1], 

one can choose to deal either with the contribution of the long-lived or 

with that of the short-lived groups to the DN emission. On the other 

hand, periodical irradiation of the target allows an equilibrium intensity 

of DN from all groups to be achieved in between the iradiation cycles. 

A method of periodical irradiation (MPI) was applied by Brunson and 

Huber [6] at their '"handsaw" facility and, later on, by Dowdy et al. [7]. 
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Below a MPI of a fissionable isotope target by neutron bursts generated 
by the IBR-2 PR is briefly described. 

The IBR-2 PR is used as a pulsedneutron source with a pulse frequency 
corresponding to the time interval T between the pulses. The exposure 
of a target is tlt, and the distance between the reactor core and the 
target is L metres. A SNC synchronized with the reactor bursts is used 
for terminating the reactor beam after a time of tlt and for absorption 
of the reactor DN. When the beam is cut off, measurement of the DN 
emission from the target in the time interval between t, and t, is initiated 
by means of an ND. A simplified layout of the IBR-2 core, the SNC 
and the ND is shown in Fig. 1. Since the IBR-2 is used as a pulsed 
neutron source and both the PR and the SNC are synchronized, the 
expected time distribution of detected neutrons should consist of two 
different parts. The first part includes prompt fission neutrons (FN) 
detected during the exposure time tlt. Since the FN are "time markers" 
of fission events caused by reactor neutrons, this part of time distribution 
can be considered as a time-of-flight (TOF) reactor neutron spectrum. 
The second part represents the time distribution of of detected DN in 
the time interval t, - t, when the reacton neutron beam is cut off and 
this distribution has no connec- tion with the TOF method. However, 
below we shall quite arbitrarily refer to such a time distribution of either 
detected FN or DN as the "TOF neutron spectrum". The simplified 
expected TOF neutron spectrum is shown in Fig. 2. 

The peak of area S(FN) corresponds to the irradiation of a target with 
reactor beam neutrons. The area S(DN) is defined as the sum of ON 
detected in the time interval t,- t, , where t, < T. The number of fission 
events N

1 
caused by reactor neutrons during the exposure time is given 

by the following equation: 

S(FN) 
N1 = •(FN) ·v 

(I) 

Since the ND detects DN periodically only within the time interval 
t 1 - t 2 with t 2 < T, instead of a time interval t1 - t 2 with t 2 ____,. oo, one 
must introduce a correction factor F(T, tlt, t, t,) for determination of 
ON: 
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S(DN) . F(T, tlt, t, t,). NVN = E(DN) (2) 

Here ,, 
S(DN) = j !vAt)· dt, 

'• 
where fvAt) is a time distribution function of DN. 

In both equations (1) and (2) the quantities E(FN) and E(DN) are the 
efficiencies of the ND for FN and DN, respectively. Then the effective 
fraction of ON, /3,11 , results from equations (I) and (2): 

S(DN) E(FN) 
/3,11 = S(F N) . . { rt M\ . F(T, tlt, t, t,). (3) 

For the value of F(T, tlt, t,, t,) one can readily obtain the following ex
pression, which takes into account periodical exposure of the target and 
the existence of 6 groups of DN, as suggested by Keepin [1]: 

[ 
6 

A· 1- e-\·"'' ]-l F(T tlt t t ) = ~-'- · · (e-\-', - -\·'') 
' ' P 2 L...t A. 1 - ->., .T e 

i::::l • e · 
(4) 

Here A; is the relative yield and -\ is the decay constant for the i-th 
group of DN. Setting the values ofT = 200 ms, tlt = 20 ms, t, = 50 ms 
and t, = 200 ms, which is typical for the IBR-2 PR and the SNC, one 
can find the terms F;, where 

, 1 1 - e-\-"'' 
F =- · · (e-\-',- e-\-',) ; A, 1 - e >.,.T ' (5) 

to vary within several percent from the 1-st to the 6-th group of DN. 
This means that the contribution of each DN group to the total yield 
corresponds to its relative yield A;. It is to be noted that this is an im
portant preference of the MPI for determination of the v

0
N values. Since 

the contribution of the 6-th group with the shortest half-lifetime becomes 
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significant, one can make a consistency check of the measured vDN value 
with the recommended A, and A, values [1, 2]. 

III. Experimental set-up 

Below one can find some physical characteristics of the PR and a brief 
description of both the SNC and the ND, which are the main parts of 
our experimental facility at the reactor neutron beam NQ = 11. 

The PR IBR-2 [8]. It exhibits an average thermal power of 2 MW, a 
peak power of 1500 MW, and the power released between pulses is "" 0.1 
MW. This provides a thermal neutron flux density from the surface of 
the reactor moderator at the burst maximum of about 1016 n/cm2-s. The 
repetition rate of neutron pulses is 5 Hz and the half-width of the fast 
neutron pulse is 215 ps. 

The SNC. A simplified cross section of the SNC, the collimators, the 
neutron guide pipes and the ND is depicted in Fig. 3. The SNC consists of 
a horizontal-axis cylindrical rotor made of borated polyethylene and steel, 
a stepping electric motor and electronics, which synchronizes rotation of 
the SNC rotor with the reactor neutron bursts. The distance between 
the reactor core and the middle of the SNC rotor is 7 metres long. To 
achieve a reasonable compromise between the exposure lit of the target 
and the counting rate of the ND, the distance L between the reactor core 
and the target is chosen to be L = 16 metres. Since the TOF spectra are 
expected to be smooth, a value of lit/L"" 1 ms/m seems to be sufficient, 
even for the 6-th group of DN with T~~; = 230 ms ·[2]. 

Collimation of the reactor neutron beam behind the SNC is provided 
by a collimator system mounted between the SNC and the neutron guide 
pipe. Both the SNC rotor hole and the holes in the collimators are of 
a trapeze shape and have the same size. More details regarding the 
construction of collimators and their dimensions are presented in Fig. 4. 

The electronics synchronization system allows the phase (expressed in 
time units) between the reactor burst and the position of the rotor hole 
to vary from 10 ps up to 100 ms. By slowing down the rotation frequency 
(RF) of the SNC rotor from 5.0 Hz to 2.5 Hz; 1.66 Hz; 1.25 Hz; 1.0 Hz 
one may increase the time interval T between the neutron bursts from 
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200 ms up to 1 s. However, the exposure time lit of the target is, then, 
enhanced proportionally. 

ND. The ND is of the same type as previously described by Macklin et 
a!. [9], Dowdy et a!. [7] and by Avdeev eta!. [10]. It is a multicounter 
detection system, which consists of 36 3He filled proportional counters, a 
45 x 45 x 50 em polyethylene moderator with 36 holes, for inserting the 
3He counters, and detector electronics. 

The moderator has a central hole of diameter 14 em intended for intro
duction of various samples: fissioned isotope targets, scatterers etc. The 
central hole is surrounded by two concentric rings of" counter" holes 22.5 
em and 33.5 ern in diameter. 

All the utilized 3He filled proportional counters are of the SNM-33 type 
(Russian made), 3.2 em in diameter, 52 em long, with a gas pressure of 
2 atm and an operating voltage equal to 1850 V. 

At present we use a simplified version of our ND with only 12 propor
tional counters inserted into the holes that form the inner ring. 

All the sides of the polyethylene moderator are shielded with a 0.5 
mm thick Cd cover and 5 em thick borated polyethylene plates, that 
provide an effective protection of the ND against scattered neutrons. To 
reduce the background due to thermal neutron scattering on the target 
the central hole is also covered with 0.5 mm thick Cd shielding. 

A partly dismantled ND is shown in Fig. 5. The pipe containing a mea
sured sample is withdrawn from the central hole. During measurements 
the pipe is evacuated down to a vacuum of about 10-2 mm Hg, which 
reduces the neutron background at the ND. A BF, gas filled proportional 
counter used as a neutron flux monitor is mounted on the pipe's flange. 

The 12- 3He proportional counters are divided into 4 groups of 3 coun
ters in each group. The detector electronics consists of 4 similar preampli
fiers, amplifiers and discriminators, a logic "OR" unit and a HV supply. 
The number of counter groups chosen for reducing the drop in the neutron 
counting rate due to the pile up provides a reasonable compromise be
tween the loss of experimental information and the cost of the electronics. 
All experimental information (ND counts, neutron beam monitor data) 
is collected by a computerized measurement module (CMM), which rep
resents the measurement data in the form of TOF neutron spectra. All 
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"START" pulses triggering the CMM electronics are synchronized with 

the IBR-2 neutron bursts. However, when the SNC works with a chopper 

RF < 5Hz, the CMM is triggered by every second, third etc. "START" 

pulse. A block diagram of the detector electronics is depicted in Fig. 6. 

The counting characteristics of each group of 3He filled proportional 

counters are adjusted to be similar by using a Pu-Be neutron source 

placed at the middle of the axis of the ND central hole. When 12 counters 

are in operation, the neutron detection efficiency is found to be approxi

mately 10%. 

Most of the test measurements are done with a metal sample of highly 

enriched uranium, containing 7 g of 235U, and a small lead sample of 22.33 

g used for determination of the neutron background. 

Besides the above, a 6 em thick Pb scatterer placed across the neutron 

beam is used for reducing the thermal neutron intensity and, hence, the 

pile up of detector and CMM electronics. Another way of reducing the 

neutron flux intensity behind the SNC consists in increasing the SNC 

phase relative to the reactor neutron burst. Owing to the shape of the 

reactor neutron spectrum, an increase of the phase reduces the intensity 

of a thermal neutron flux. Both methods for variation of the neutron 

intensity are applied in the test measurements described below. 

IV. The SNC and ND test measurements 

The main goal of the measurements described below is to obtain in

formation on the counting rates of both FN and DN, on the realistic 

duration of the exposure, bot, on the neutron background of our ND etc. 

The TOF neutron spectrum shown in Fig. 7 is obtained at a fixed po

sition of the SNC rotor and with a small lead scatterer inserted into the 

ND. A train can be seen of two reactor bursts and 4 much smaller "satel

lite" bursts in between the main bursts. This TOF spectrum also allows 

some estimations to be made of the reactor fast neutron background be

tween the bursts, because the Cd shielding which covers the surface of 

the central hole inside the ND absorbs all the scattered thermal neutrons 

and hence strongly suppresses the thermal neutron background at the 

detector. 
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The complicated shape of the IBR-2 neutron TOF spectrum is an un

pleasant disadvantage of this pulsed neutron source based on the IBR-2. 

It can, however, be discarded by combining the IBR-2 with the SNC, 

which is synchronized with the "main" IBR-2 neutron bursts. 

The TOF spectra shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 are measured with the 
235U sample and the SNC in operation. Both measurements are per

formed with the same 5 Hz RF and two different rotor phases equal to 6 

ms and to 10 ms, repsectively. To reduce piling up the detector and the 

CMM electronics an additional 6 em thick Pb scatterer is placed across 

the neutron beam, providing an attenuation of the neutron intensity by a 

factor of<"' 5. Comparison of both TOF spectra reveals that the larger ro

tor phase results in a further twofold reduction of the neutron flux. Even 

in this TOF spectrum a small pile up of the electronics can be found 

during the exposure. To avoid a pile up, an additional transmission mea

surement with a sufficiently thick lead scatterer in the beam, providing 

no pile up, is performed with the 235U sample in a ND. By using a low 

efficiency neutron flux monitor one can measure the counts of S(FN)P, 

and the sum of monitor counts, (EN)P,. The real value of S(FN) with 

no lead scatterer in the beam can be found from the following simple 

expressiOn: 

S(FN) =(EN). (S~N)) 
N Pb 

(6) 

One can also conclude that variation of the rotor phase does not 

alter the neutron background and that the ratio R = (DN + back

ground)/(background) varies from <"' 4 for a 30 - 63 ms time interval 

up to 10 for a 90 - 120 ms time interval. 

Two other measurements were carried out under experimental condi

tions similar to the previous ones, but with the RF equal to 2.5 Hz and 

rotor phases equal to 10 ms and 15 ms, respectively. These two TOF 

spectra are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Since the RF is half the previous 

value, the exposure is two times longer, although it still remains under 

20 ms. The values of R are almost the same as for the previous TOF 

spectra. 
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The neutron background in the test measurements described above is 
determined by replacing the uranium sample with a small lead scatterer 
inserted in the ND. However, this does not permit avoiding an uncertainty 
that occurs, if the position of the scatterer is slightly shifted with respect 
to the location of the uranium sample inside the ND. Besides this, for 
correct measurements of v nN ( th) values one must take into account that 
part of fissions that is caused by all epicadmium neutrons, in spite of the 
number of such events expected to be very small. 

The most convenient way of determining the neutron background would 
be to perform a "background" measurement with a Cd filter in the neu
tron beam. Test measurements with and without a 2 mm thick Cd filter 
in the beam are briefly described below. The TOF spectra with 2.5 
Hz and 5.0 Hz SNC RF are shown in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively. 
The "background" curves from both spectra exhibit quite complicated 
shapes. Therefore, subtraction of the background requires accurate nor
malization of the "background" curve to the "DN + background" curve. 
To avoid possible variations of the IBR-2 reactor power during prolonged 
measurements the neutron flux monitor counting rates (BN) and (BN)ca 
obtained in "without Cd" and "with Cd" measurements can be utilized. 
Another way of normalization consists in comparison of the satellite peak 
areas from both the "DN +background" and "background" curves, which 
are used as "natural" flux monitors. The "pure" DN spectra shown in 
Fig. 14 represent a result of a "satellite" normalization and subtraction 
of the corresponding neutron backgrounds. The curve (1) in Fig. 14 is 
distorted by a pile-up of detector and CMM electronics caused by the 
approximately 16-fold higher counting rate as compared with the "2.5 
Hz" measurement, i.e. the curve (2). Such a counting rate is a result 
of the following measuring conditions: a) doubled SNC rotor RF; b) the 
6 em thick Pb scatterer is withdrawn from the reactor neutron beam; a 
minimum rotor phase delay of 3 ms is used. 

Unlike curve (1), curve (2) looks smooth, as is to be expected of the sum 
of 6 decay curves with differing.\, values [1,2]. However, the "quality" of 
curve (2) can be checked by using the following approximate test. Since 
curve (2) is mea..c;ured during the very limited time interval t 1 - t 2 ~ 350 
ms, it can be roughly fitted with a line exhibiting a small negative slope. 
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The slope P can be calculated from the following equation: 

p = [ ( d~:N) ,, _ ( d~r) J 1 ( d~r) ,, (7) 

The counting rate (dNDN/dt), of DN at a timet after the exposure tJ. 
t is 

(
dN ) 6 1 -Lt.t 
____!!!!_. = N · "Y · - e ' · (e-~;-''). 

dt c/ 1 L.., ' 1- e-~;-T 
t i=l 

(8) 

Here N 
1 

is the number of fission events during the exposure of the 
target and Y; is the absolute yield of DN for the i-th group. Assuming 
tJ.t = 20 ms and t,- t, = 350 ms one can find that the value of P amounts 
to about 14%. This value is close to the slope that can be found from 
Fig. 14, which is "' 12%. 

It is to be noted that as a result of test measurements it is clear that 
our facility has a good reserve of neutron flux intensity of a factor of"' 10. 
An additional enhancement of the neutron counting rate by a factor of"' 
2 can be achieved by expanding the exposure tJ.t, i.e. by increasing the 
width of the SNC rotor hole. Moreover, the values of f(DN) and f(FN) 
can be raised from 10% up to at least 30% by adding the remaining 24 
3He-filled proportional counters. 

It is also clear, that the fast neutron background can be strongly sup
pressed by improving the collimators between the reactor core and the 
SNC. In addition, it can be reduced by a factor of"' 3-5 by using a cooled 
SiO, crystal as thermal neutron filters [11]. 

It is interesting to consider some other applications of our facility, which 
could arise, if the above mentioned improvements would be performed. 

V. Other applications 

Here we shall briefly consider some other applications of the above 
described facility that may be useful for the following purposes. 

!.Searching for other DN groups with half-lifetimes T,1, < 200 ms. 
Above it was shown that the exposure tJ.t of the target does not exceed 
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20 ms, in the case of RF = 5 Hz, and the moment of termination of a neu

tron beam is well defined. Therefore, detection of DN emission can start 

several milliseconds after the exposure is terminated. This allows per

formance of a consistency check of both the measured vnN value and the 

experimental decay curve by taking advantage of the 6-group approach 

and recommended A, and A, [ 1, 2]. For this purpose decomposition of 

the experimental decay curve must be carried out applying known least

square fitting procedures. The unique possibility, provided by our facility, 

of extending the fitting of our experimental decay curve down to 20 - 30 

ms, also allows checking the existence of a short-lived group (or even 

groups) of DN with T,1
, < 200 ms. To make such a check more reliable, 

an improvement of the collimators between the reactor core and the SN C 

is in progress. 
2. Measurements of vnN(th) values for 241Am and 237Np. Further im

provements of our facility would make possible new more accurate mea

surements of vnN(th) values for 241 Am and 237Np, which are subthreshold 

fissioning nuclei with very small thermal fission cross sections of 20 mil

libarn for 237Np [12] and "'3.1 barn for 241 Am (12]. Both elements form 

odd-odd compound nuclei,238Np and 242 Am, respectively, and the knowl

edge of vnN(th) may be of some interest, also, for vnN(A, Z) systematics 

(2]. 
Estimations show that a 100 h long measurement would allow collection 

of a total number of DN counts, S(DN), of~ 105 from a 100 mg 241 Am 

target and of~ 6.104 DN from 7 g of 237Np. 

3.Investigation of the 241 Am fission isomer. An interesting extension of 
241 Am vnAth) measurments would be a more complicated measurement 

for determination of the average number of prompt fission neutrons v,
1 

per isomeric fission of the compound 242 Am nucleus. Such an investiga

tion would allow comparison of v and v,
1 

values and the height E,
1 

of the 

isomeric level of Strutinsky's double-humped fission barrier to be found 

(13]. For this purpose our facility seems to be the most convenient one, 

since the half-life of the 242;! Am fission isomer is ~ 14 ms [14]. More de

tails concerning measurements of the v,
1 

value for the 241 Am( n,f) isomeric 

fission can be found in Ref. (13]. 

to 

) 
}. 

t 
) 

4.Searching for delayed gamma-ray emission in the ~ 10 - 103 ms time 

interval. It is to be noted that most pulsed neutron sources or research 

reactors equiped with neutron beam choppers cannot provide ~ 1 - 5 Hz 

repetition rates of neutron pulses and target exposures of ~ 10 - 20 ms 

without large losses of neutron intensity resulting in its decrease by fac

tors of~ 10- 100. Therefore, the IBR-2 PR combined with a SNC is, also, 

undoubtedly the most convenient pulsed neutron source for searching for 

delayed gamma-ray emission in the time interval of 10 - 103 ms. 

An extension of the time between target exposures from 200 ms up to 

1 s resulting from a change in the RF of our SNC from 5 Hz down to 1 

Hz provides a unique possibility for studying (n, 1) and (n, f) reactions 

and, in particular, expected isomeric states with half-lifes ~ 10- 104 ms. 

According to Strutinsky's theory of a double-humped fission barrier, 

a fissioning nucleus reaching the isomeric level close to the bottom of 

the second well may either penetrate the outer barrier and fission or go 

back through the inner barrier and emit a gamma-ray cascade with a 

reduced total energy E, ~ Ew Since the 238;/Np fission isomer has not 

been yet observed and since 242;/ Am has the longest known half-life equal 

to 14 ms, one would expect delayed gamma-ray emission to exist and 

to be observable in the "ms - s" time interval. A search for a delayed 

gamma-ray cascade could be realized, also, by means of the "IBR-2 + 
SNC" facility. 

5.Neutron activation analysis of 235U-containing samples. A non - de

structive assay of 235 U-containing samples would be an important appli

cation of the "IBR-2 + SNC + ND" facility. As in the previous measure

ments, samples are introduced into the ND to be exposed to the reactor 

beam neutrons. However, in this case one has to account for the to

tal number of fission neutrons, S(FN), detected during the exposure of 

the sample. The estimated sensitivity of our facility to the 235U-content 

amounts to a few milligrams per sample. Further improvement of the 

sensitivity requires that the fast neutron background be reduced. It is 

expected that the neutron background could be suppressed by a factor 

of~ 3- 5 by using a cooled SiO, crystal as a thermal neutron filter (11]. 

Then, the sensitivity could reach a value of ~ 0.1 mg of 235U per sample. 
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Figure 1. Schematic lay-out of the slow neutron chopper (SNC) and the neutron 
detector (ND) at the neutron beam of IBR-2 pulsed reactor (PR). 1 - reactor 
core; 2 - concrete shielding; 3 - SNC; 4 - neutron guide-pipe; 5 - ND; 6 - target; 
L - lenght of the neutron flight-path. 

N 

Al t, 

Figure 2. Time distribution of neutrons detected by ND a.£ter the IBR-2 START 
pulse . .&.t- exposu-re time; S(FN) -peak area of fast neutrons detected during the 
exposure of a target; S(DN) - sum of delayed neutrons detected in a time interval 
t 1 -t~ when the reactor neutron beam is cut off. 
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Figure 3. Sketch of the " SNC + ND " experimental arrangement : ] - JBR-2 
PR core; 2 - SNC; 3,6 - collimators; 4 - neutron guide-pipe; 5 - Cd shielding of 
guide-pipes, vacuum pipe and the ND; 7- shielding of the ND; 8- target; 9- ND; 
10- vacuum pipe inserted mto the ND. 

so 

49.5 

a. b. 

Figure 4. Sketch and dimensions of the SNC rotor (a) and rotor insertion (b). 
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Figure 5. Partly dismantled NO with withdrawn vacuum pipe. 1- collimators; 2 
-shielding plates of the ND; 3 - the ND with 12 3He- filled proportional counters 
placed around the central hole; 4- vacuum pipe; 5 - neutron flux monitor. 
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Figure 5. Block diagram of the SNC electronics and neutron detection system. 1 
¥ the SNC frequency driver; 2- stepping motor driver; 3- rotor phase delay; 4,5-
synchronization system consisting of phase detector and comparator; 6- SNC ro
tor accelerator driver; 7- digital operation system of stepping motor; H.V.- high 
voltage supply; PA - preamplifiers; A - amplifiers; ID - integral discriminators; 
OR- logic OR. 
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Figure 7: A TOF spectrum with fixed SNC rotor position. A lead scatterer in the 
ND detector. TOF channels: 1024x128mksec + 1024x256mksec. Measurement 
time: Tm=30min. 
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Figure 8: A TOF spectrum obtained at RF=5Hz, Tm=lOmin, phase delay of 
5 msec, 5cm thick Ph scatterer in the beam. TOF channels: 1024x64mksec + 
1024xl28mksec. 
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Figure 9: Measurement condition - a.5 in Figure 8, except the phi:ise cleL(ly of 
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F1gure 10: A TOF Spectrum obtained at RF=2.5Hz, Tm=lOmm, pha.Sl' dday ol 
10n1sec, 6cm thick PB scatterer in the beam TOF channels: 1024xl28mkscc + 
l 02'1x256n 1ksec. 
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VI. Conclusions 

A new facility for studying DN emission has been designed and tested, 

and a method for periodical irradiation of a target has been proposed 

and realized. 
Comparing this facility with those used by other authors [2] one finds 

that it offers some unique experimental possibilities like the use of an 

extremely powerful pulsed neutron source based on the IBR-2 PR, the 

possibility of DN detection in between the neutron bursts starting a few 

ms after termination of the neutron beam by the SNC etc. Combination 

of the IBR-2 PR with the SNC allows the time interval between periodical 

exposures to be extended up to 1 s. In spite of these, and som.; other, 

advantages, we would like to note that the most effective would be to use 

this facility together with other methods for vDN measurements, which 

would allow the duration of the exposure and the measuring time to be 

varied within wide limits: from some ms up tO several minutes, and, 

therefore, different groups of DN to be studied. 

We would also like to note that this is actually a multipurpose facility, 

which could be utilized in solving some other problems relevant to nuclear 

fission, (n, !)-reactions etc. 
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)J,epMeH)IlKues E. u IIP-
3KcnepHMCHTaJlhHaH yCT3HOBK3 

.ll.JISI H3Y"'CHHSI 3MHCCHH 33ll33.ll,hi8310W,HX HCifTJXlHOB 

El3-93-6 

OnHcaHa HOB3SI 3KCnepnMCHT3JihHaH ycTaHOBKa .ll,JUI H3Y4CHHSI 3MHCCHH 

33II33,U:b1B3101..l.J,HX HCifTpoHOB (3H) II.CJICHHH, CKOHCTpyHpoB3HH3SI H HCIIblT3H

HaSI B JIH<l> 0115111. npe)IJIOlKeH H peaJIH30BaH MeT0/1 nepHO)IH'IeCKOI"O OOJiy-
4CHHSI MHIIICHCil H3ll,C.JUIW,HXCSI H30TOfiOB H3 ,ay6HCHCKOM HMDYJihCHOM peaKTO

pe 11JiP-2. 11CDOJib30BaHHe MOli.(HOI'O HMnyJibCHOI"O HeifTpoHHOI'O HCTO'IHHKa 
BMCCTC C MC.Il.JICHHbiM npCphiB3TCJ1CM HCHTpoHOB, KOTOphlit. ·CHHX}.lOHH30B3H C 

peaKTOpHblMH BCIIhlWKaMH, IIOJBOJIHCT BapbHpoBaTb Jl.JIHTeJlbHOCTb o6Jiy1.fCHHH 

MHWCHH H ::Ki><PCKTHBHO IIOJl.aBJI51Tb 4xJH 6biCTpblX HCiiTpoHOB 1 KOTOphl:H C03Jl.a

CTC51 peaKTOpHhiMH 3H. Ll,JI51 Jl.CTCKTHposaHH51 3H, HCDyCKaCMhlX MHlllCHbl01 

UCII0Jih3YCTC51 BbiCOK03QxPCKTHBHbiH MHOf'OClfCTlfHKOBhlif Heihpo~Hblft JJ;CTCK

TOp C fCOMeTpueif, 6JIH3KOH K 4n. KopoTKOOOcylK)IaiOTCg pe3yJI&TaThl TeCTOBhiX 
U3MCpCHHif, a Ta K)KC B03M0)KH0C npUMCHCHHC ycTaHOBKH ,ll;JlH J~;pymx 51.ll.CPHO

<iJH3HlfCCKHX 33Jl.al.J.. 

Pa6oTa BhlnonueHa B Jla6opaTopuu HeifTpoHHOH QJH3HKH 0115111. 

Coo6u{CIIHC 06'hc,uHIICHHoro HHCTHT)'Ta YACPftblX H~CJJ,OB8HHH. )],y6Ha, 1993 

Dermendjiev E. et al. El3-93-6 
An Experimental Facility 
for Studying Delayed Neutron Emission 

A new experimental facility for studying delayed neutron emission has been 
designed and tested. A method, based on utilization of the Dubna IBR-2 pulsed 
reactor, has been proposed and realized for periodical irradiation of targets 
composed of fissionable isotopes. Such a powerful pulsed neutron source in 
combination with a slow neutron chopper synchronized with the reactor bursts 
makes possible varia lion of the exposure duration and effective suppression of 
the fast neutron background due to delayed neutrons emitted from the reactor 
core. Detection of delayed neutrons from the target is carried out by a high
efficiency multicounter neutron detector with a near-4n geometry. Some test 
measurements and results are briefly described. Possible use of the facility for 
other tasks is also discussed. 

The investigalion has been performed at the Laboratory of Neutron 
Physics, JINR. 
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